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NAAR: The Visa Gap

NAAR is an independent collective formed by the two of
you, Ilyes Grieb and Mohamed Sqali. It advises, produces and promotes projects with Moroccan artists. In your online manifesto you
deny the existence of a so-called “post-cultural society.” What do you
mean by that?

Myriam Ben Salah

It simply means that depending on their home
countries, artists are not presented with the same opportunities.
Competition is uneven and artists don’t contend on equal terms.
Everybody says we live in an open world, but we don't. It is open only
for a certain category of people, who stand out with their nationality
and/or the level of their capital.
To give you an example: last April, we invited the Moroccan rapper
Issam for his first gig ever at an event we co-organized with the Institut
du Monde Arabe (a prominent French cultural institution). He spent
one month gathering the papers and information he needed to apply
for a four-day visa to France. He was finally denied his visa by the
French administration: since he was an unmarried young man of 25
who was applying for the first time, he could not set foot in France.
The consulate never explained this refusal. They just argued that Issam belonged to a demographic that represented too many risks to
be able to be given a visa.
Ilyes Grieb and Mohamed Sqali

interview by Myriam Ben Salah

PASSAGEWAYS: On Fashion's Runway

“We try to free ourselves from the logic of saying, ‘It’s good for a Moroccan project.’”

I completely agree that the color of your passport determines the
opportunities you get. What are you proposing to change that?

MBS

We believe in the power of diﬀerentiation. The more an artist will be
authentic and genuine in his art, the easier it will be for him to cross
the borders. We try to free ourselves from the logic of saying, “It’s
good for a Moroccan project.” We want the artists we work with to be
universal. Although there were instances where we’ve drawn attention
to issues of cultural appropriation, our focus is more on empowering
artists who are disadvantaged by the way political and cultural influence is shared nowadays.
IM

words by Jeppe Ugelvig

Can you talk about a few artists who are part of NAAR and explain
why you chose to work with them?
MBS

The first project NAAR is conducting is a rap music project. It includes the best Moroccan acts in trap music currently and consists in
international collaborations. The first video we dropped, Money Call,
is a collaboration between Moroccan artists Shobee and Madd, and
French rapper Laylow. These artists were chosen for their incredible
sense of melody, which is probably the most universal element in music.
Among the artists we work with, our closest collaborators are Shayfeen, Madd and Issam. In the Moroccan rap scene, they are the ones
who understood our approach right away. And Shobee in particular,
a member of the rap duo Shayfeen, who was already trying to do
something similar with his crew WDS. He understood before everybody
that Moroccan rappers would have to appeal to audiences abroad if
they were to live oﬀ of their music.

IM

MBS

What are NAAR's upcoming projects and future aspirations?

Our first goal is to successfully release SAFAR, the Moroccan rap
album we have been working on for a year now. It will be released
next January on Barclay/Def Jam France. There are several other
projects we are entertaining right now, mainly in the photography and
audiovisual fields. But always with the same approach: being true to
the artists and making them more competitive in the global culture
competition. K

IM

NAAR IS AN INDEPENDENT COLLECTIVE THAT SEEKS TO BUILD
A POST-CULTURAL SOCIETY, REPRESENTING AND PRODUCING
WORK BY MOROCCAN ARTISTS AND CREATORS. IMAGE COURTESY OF NAAR
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CURATED BY MATTHEW LINDE, "PASSAGEWAYS: ON FASHION
RUNWAY" WILL BE ON VIEW AT KUNSTHALLE BERN THROUGH
2 DECEMBER 2018. IMAGE COURTESY OF KUNSTHALLE BERN AND WALTER VAN BEIRENDONCK

The tradition of fashion epistemology—how we know, recognize
and remember fashion—plays out particularly well in the relatively
de-contextualized space of the exhibition. Removed from the frantic
tempo of the global garment industry and the codified commercial
stages of Paris, Milan and New York’s fashion weeks, fashion is able
to re-adjust its gaze and arrive back at itself, as well as its many
whimsical, amnestic detours through history. Fashion eschews and
distorts time, and this manifests particularly clearly through its own
exhibitionary form—the runway.
Clashing these two opposing modalities of cultural display, this
fall Switzerland’s Kunsthalle Bern will present “Passageways,” an
ambitious survey investigating how designers have historically used
the runway to “produce” fashion with and beyond clothing. Curated
by Australian curator and cultural impresario Matthew Linde, the
exhibition is the outcome of a longer exploration into fashion’s own
dramaturgy, of which the runway is the most fundamental element.
True to the signature style that Linde first developed through his
mobile curatorial platform and store Centre for Style (2013–2016),
and most recently with his 2017 exhibitionary musing into millennial
fashion, “The Overworked Body” (held at Ludlow 38 and Mathew
Gallery, New York), “Passageways” will unfold as an impressionistic
and transgressive proposition on how to write fashion history with
its own asynchronous temporality in mind.
In many ways, the show continues where “The Overworked Body”
left off—not in any historical linearity, but through its curatorial
methodologies. Visitors of that exhibition will recall the interspersing of screens playing bootleg videos of 2000s fashion shows within
the clothing-heavy exhibition, and it is this resource that Linde
now sets out to privilege over its material referent, the garment. An
unauthorized and mostly low-res visual document, bootleg runway
videos have proven themselves as a highly valuable resource in
the study of recent fashion. The bootleg show video appears with
the rise of portable camcorders in the 1980s onwards, some of
which circulates online amongst peers. Just like Vogue Runway
sits as the most authoritative accidental archive of fashion show
imagery, it is on YouTube where much of fashion’s multimedia
archive must be found today.
Featuring only a sparse selection of garments—including, notably,
replicas of pieces by couturiers and designers such as Paul Poiret
and Elsa Schiaparelli—the exhibition will consist of videos played
all over following no particular linear order, evoking Walter Benjamin’s “dialectical image” of history, in which the past happens
alongside the present.
Caught somewhere between the dramaturgies of performance art,
music parades, and spaces of consumption, the fashion show could
be understood as one of the prime image techniques of modernity,
pairing spectacle and speed with commerce. While present-day
presentations serve much of the same function as they did in centuries ago, some designers have pushed to expand the possibilities and meaning of the runway, engaging it as a medium in itself.
For example, the exhibition will include Cyprian-British designer
Hussein Chalayan, who in the 1990s used the runway to clash
dress with forms of installation and performance art. There’s Walter
van Beirendonck’s “Wild and Lethal Trash” (1993–1999), a collection exploring carnivalesque masculinities through line-dancing
techno-cowboy clothes, and which experimented with nascent web
broadcasting technologies. And finally, there’s Martin Margiela, who
for his Fall ’98 presentation abandoned the show logic altogether,
presenting his garments on uncanny dolls produced by stylist friend
Jane How. These examples prove how the fashion show can inform
and even augment the very process of garment design,while challenging how we might remember these histories in a retrospective
museological context.
K
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